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Abstract—This paper examines a schema for graph-theoretic
clustering using node-based resilience measures. Node-based
resilience measures optimize an objective based on a critical set of
nodes whose removal causes some severity of disconnection in the
network. Beyond presenting a general framework for the usage
of node based resilience measures for variations of clustering
problems, we emphasize the unique potential of such methods
to accomplish the following properties: (i) clustering a graph in
one step without knowing the number of clusters a priori, and
(ii) removing noise from noisy data.

We first present results of clustering experiments using a β-
parametrized generalization of vertex attack tolerance, showing
high clustering accuracy for both real datasets and equal density
synthetic data sets, as well as successful removal of noise nodes.
It is shown that arbitrarily increasing β increases the number of
noise nodes removed in some cases, and that internal validation
measures can be used to determine the correct number of clusters
in a class of datasets. Further results are presented using five
different resilience measures with a general node-based resilience
clustering technique. In a subset of cases a resilience measure,
such as integrity, is able to cluster to high accuracy in one step,
giving the correct clustering while also determining the correct
number of clusters. Integrity is also shown to be promising with
respect to noise removal, removing up to 80% of noise on some
datasets.

I. INTRODUCTION AND RELATED WORK

There are a wide variety of approaches to clustering in

both the traditional and graph theoretic contexts[1], [2] such

as the k-means algorithm, link-based methods, and spectral

partitioning [3]. In this paper, we focus specifically on graph-

theoretic approaches to clustering. The applicability of spectral

approaches to graph partitioning is due both to the natural

adjacency matrix representation of a graph and to Cheeger’s in-

equality, which relates natural optimization representations of

the graph partitioning problem to the second eigenvalue of the

normalized Laplacian matrix[4], [5]. A well-known optimiza-

tion framework for graph partitioning involves finding sparse
cuts either to k-partition the vertices with multi-way cuts [6],

or, more commonly, to recursively bi-partition the graph using

the combinatorial measure conductance to quantify sparsity of

cuts[7]. However, the hardness of the underlying combinatorial

optimization[8] makes these methods less practical to apply.

In the context of community detection in social and biological

networks, the Girvan-Newman algorithm is a popular method

based on a greedy removal of the highest betweenness edges

to attain k connected components (clusters) [9].

Graph partitioning methods such as sparsest-cuts, conduc-

tance, and Girvan-Newman, perform clustering by solving a

resilience problem on the graph and simultaneously outputting

the components resulting from removal of the critical edge set
as the set of clusters. In contrast to these edge-based resilience

graph theoretic methods, a node-based resilience clustering

approach was presented [10] using vertex attack tolerance
(VAT)1 [12], [13], [14], [15]. VAT clustering [10] demonstrated

the usefulness of vertex attack tolerance in hierarchically

clustering (hier-VAT-Clust) some real and synthetic datasets,

even in the presence of noise, when the number of clusters

is known a priori. However, multiple hierarchical iterations

were required for every dataset when the number of clusters

exceeded two. An application of partial-VAT-Clust in the

context of noise removal for noisy synthetic datasets was

also presented, however the amount of noise removed was

not significant, and the experiments considered only datasets

with two clusters. The VAT clustering work raises some

open questions regarding the ability of node-based resilience

measures to accomplish:

A. Clustering “in one fell swoop” with number of clusters

unknown a priori, and

B. Partial clustering of noisy datasets: Removal of noise to

a significant extent and general performance when the

number of clusters exceeds 2.

In this work, we consider these open questions by gen-

eralizing the usefulness of node-based resilience measures

for clustering. We perform an in-depth comparative analy-

sis using a broad class of measures existing in literature

1The VAT based clustering discussed in this paper is completely different
from VAT - Visual Assessment Tendency clustering tool discussed in [11].
By VAT in this paper, we imply Vertex Attack Tolerance.
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Fig. 1. An extremal example illustrating the efficacy of node based resilience
measures, which attack the central node, resulting in 5 clusters.

[13]: integrity[16], toughness[17], tenacity[18], and scattering

number[19], as well as a recent natural parametrization of

vertex attack tolerance itself: β-VAT [15].

When the number of clusters desired is known a priori, hi-

erarchical application of edge-based resilience measures (such

as conductance or sparsest-cuts) usually performs well. For

node-based resilience measures, we demonstrate their unique

potential for effective clustering when the number of desired

clusters is not known a priori, as well as in the presence of

noise.

The outline of our paper is as follows: We provide a descrip-

tion of the resilience measures utilized in section II. In section

III, we present our clustering framework and description of

algorithms and datasets. The experimental results for β-VAT

based clustering are presented in section IV, while results

of general noise-based resilience clustering are presented in

section V. In section VI, we conclude with a discussion of

the relevance and impact of the results. The implementation

of our clustering framework can be accessed via the project

website2.

II. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES

To illustrate the relationship between node-based resilience

measures and graph-theoretic clustering, consider a graph G =
(V,E) with n = |V | = kp+1 constructed by connecting one

central node vc to each of k disjoint p-cliques Kp via t edges.

An example construction with k = p = 5 is shown in Figure 1.

Any reasonable node-based resilience measure for this graph,

including VAT, will output {vc} as the critical attack set. The

removal of this set divides the graph into k cliques that can

be viewed as separate components. Importantly, the resilience

measurement does not require k as an input but rather outputs

the correct number of components as a natural result of the

node-based resilience computation. In contrast, any edge-based

resilience measure for this graph, including conductance,

would require that k be specified as an input parameter, as

edge removals may disconnect at most one component at a

time, unlike node removals. Thus, an important advantage of

node resilience based clustering is that the number of clusters

can be inferred by the algorithm rather than being specified

a priori. Another fundamental difference between edge-based

and node-based clustering techniques is the relaxation of the

2http://www.cs.siue.edu/~gercal/clustering/

partition condition. For node-based resilience clustering: A

partial clustering occurs when the removed nodes are not

assigned to any existing group. A semi-clustering arises when

the nodes of the critical attack set are assigned individually

to each adjacent group. In our example (Fig. 1), partial

clustering assigns the k cliques to their own clusters while

vc is not assigned to any cluster, whereas for semi-clustering

vc is assigned to each one of the k clique groupings. These

examples motivate the relevance and usefulness of node-based

resilience measures in the context of noise removal. Note that

a critical node reassignment strategy (e.g. assigning vc to a

unique group based on local examination of adjacencies) will

also recover a candidate complete clustering of the vertices,

which is useful in traditional clustering applications.

Definitions of the node resilience measures used in this work

are as follows: The VAT of an undirected, connected graph

G = (V,E) is denoted τ(G) and defined as [12], [13]

τ(G) = min
S⊂V

{ |S|
|V − S − Cmax(V − S)|+ 1

}
(1)

where Cmax(V − S) is the largest connected component in

V − S. A natural generalization of VAT is to allow for linear

weighting parameters α and β, known as (α, β)-VAT, and

described in [14], [15]:

τα,β(G) = min
S⊂V

{
α|S|+ β

|V − S − Cmax(V − S)|+ 1

}
. (2)

Clearly VAT is identical to (1, 0)-VAT. Any of the (1, β)
parametrizations of VAT for β ≥ 1 will allow larger critical

sets S if doing so results in a more severe partitioning (or

more desired clustering). We will refer to (1, β)-VAT here as

τβ or β-VAT.

Normalized integrity[16] is defined as

I(G) = min
S⊂V

{ |S|+ Cmax(V − S)

|V |
}
. (3)

Toughness[17] is defined as

t(G) = min
S⊂V

{ |S|
ω(V − S)

}
. (4)

where ω(V − S) is the number of connected components in

V − S. Tenacity[18] is defined as

T (G) = min
S⊂V

{ |S|+ Cmax(V − S)

ω(V − S)

}
. (5)

Inverse scattering number[19] is defined as

h(G) = min
S⊂V

{
1

ω(V − S)− |S|
}
. (6)
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Fig. 2. Visualization of the D2K8 dataset. Ground truth clusters are each
represented by a separate color. Equivalent colors match corresponding
clusters in Figure 3.

Fig. 3. Visualization of the graph formed from the D2K8 dataset. Ground
truth clusters are each represented by a separate color.

III. CLUSTERING FRAMEWORK AND SETUP

To the best of our knowledge, [10] is the first published

work on applying any node-based resilience measure (specif-

ically VAT) to clustering. Hence, to generalize application of

node-based resilience measures, we apply a model similar to

[10]. Let R3 represent a resilience measure and R(G) represent

the resilience measure of a specific graph G. Our general node-

based resilience measure R-clustering framework is as follows:

(I) Transform point data into a graph G.

(II) Approximate R(G) with acceptable accuracy and return

the candidate attack set S whose removal results in some

number of candidate groupings (components).

(III) For a complete (i.e. traditional partition-style) clustering

outcome, perform a node-assignment strategy that assigns

each node of S to a component C from step II.

(IV) To perform hierarchical clustering, the ith iteration of

clustering proceeds recursively on the component Ci with

the lowest resilience value R(C). In addition, decide

3It is assumed that R expresses a minimization objective taken over possible
attack sets of nodes S.

whether the graph Gi based on the point-set Vi induced

by component Ci needs to be re-calculated in accordance

with part (I), or if it is sufficient to let Gi = Ci.

(V) When Rβ is a parametrized measure (β-VAT) and number

of clusters is not known a priori, apply internal validation

indices to determine optimal β-value.

(VI) To cluster in the presence of noise (partial-clustering),

simply remove S. It is possible that some components

consist entirely of noise (often significantly smaller com-

ponents). In such cases, determine and remove noise

components as well.

To transform the points data into graphs, motivated by

[10] and [20], we constructed k-nearest neighbors (kNN)

graphs rather than geometric graphs. (The preliminary results

showed that kNN graphs resulted in a greater degree of

efficiency and accuracy than the geometric ones.) The kNN

is a parametrized graph type, which requires that the number

of nearest neighbors chosen k is specified. All node-based

resilience measures are meaningful only on connected graphs,

so the minimum value of k that may be considered is that

achieving connectivity, below which the graph would be

disconnected. We refer to this as the minimum connectivity

regime (min-conn). Though our implementation permits any

value of above-connectivity k, experiments suggest that the

min-conn k often yields good results. The graphs we construct

are min-conn kNN graphs except where specified otherwise.

We indicate the few instances where k values greater than min-

conn yield better results. An example of one of the synthetic

datasets utilized in this work and its min-conn kNN graph are

shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.
The kNN implementation utilized in this work does not

enforce k-regularity but ensures that each node is connected

to its k nearest neighbors, which need not be a symmetric

relationship. In Section VI, we elaborate on our observation

that none of the generated kNN graphs are regular, and some-

times the resulting degree distributions exhibit high variance.

The O(V E)-time betweenness centrality computations used in

the resilience measure computations also make the min-conn

kNN graphs preferable due to the generally lower edge density

compared to the min-conn geometric graphs on same datasets.

(We elaborate further on the computation of the resilience

measures in subsection III-A.)
To obtain complete clustering, note that even the most naive

critical node assignment strategy, which groups each critical

node with every component to which it is adjacent, already

results in a semi-clustering[21]. A semi-partitioning could

violate the cover property of a partition while satisfying the

disjointness property. In contrast, a semi-clustering could vio-

late the disjointness property of a partition but satisfy the cover

property. There are many possible strategies for assignment of

removed nodes. As in [10], we restrict ourselves to assignment

strategies (and corresponding partitions) that respect adjacency

relationships in the original graph. We implemented a simple

strategy that assigns each critical node v to the component

in the original semi-partition that maximizes v’s adjacencies.

Our experimental results (section V) validate the effectiveness
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of this assignment algorithm with a few exceptions.

For hierarchical clustering, recalculation of the graph Gi

based on the point-set Vi induced by component Ci incurs

additional computational cost not only due to the graph

construction time but also, more significantly, due to the

recalculation of resilience measures for each newly constructed

graph. In contrast to the work done in [10], in which the graphs

were recalculated at each iteration, our work does not involve

graph recalculations. Our results (section IV) demonstrate that

by doing this, we obtained better computational performance

without compromising clustering accuracy.

A. Computation of Node Based Resilience Measures

Existing NP-hardness results for resilience measures consid-

ered in this work include [22] for integrity, [23] for toughness,

[24] for tenacity, [25] for scattering number, [26] for con-

ductance, and [27] for vertex expansion. The approximation-

hardness of unsmoothened vertex attack tolerance (UVAT)

τ̂(G) = minS⊂V
|S|

|V−S−Cmax(V−S)| under four separate, plau-

sible computational complexity assumptions was established in

[28], [15]. VAT, integrity, toughness, tenacity and smoothed in-

verse scattering number are all minimization problems, whose

objective functions involve similar calculations of component

orders and numbers. Based on the approximation hardness

of UVAT, the conjectured hardness of VAT, and previously

existing NP-hardness results for the resilience measures, we

consider a greedy, betweenness centrality based algorithm with

additional optional hillclimbing (for β-VAT only), similar to

the implementation of VAT-Clust presented in [10], to calculate

the resilience measures. Due to the additional computational

overhead of hillclimbing, we also examined the performance

of our heuristic without hillclimbing.

The greedy algorithm, Greedy-BC, is described in detail in

[15] and was implemented using fast betweenness centrality

[29], with an overall running time of O(|V |2|E|). At each step

of the algorithm, the remaining node with the highest between-

ness centrality is added to the attack set S and removed from

the graph. We calculate and record the resilience measure’s

value at that configuration. At the end of the algorithm we

select the set S that minimizes the resilience measure. We then

optionally run a hill climbing procedure on the resulting S, to

attempt further convergence to the true value of the resilience

measure. In [15] it is experimentally shown that Greedy-BC

exhibits excellent empirical approximation bounds for VAT

(1.09), integrity (1), and tenacity (1.34) on a representative

sample of 24-node graphs, despite general approximation

hardness results for UVAT. It is further shown in that work

that for larger scale-free graphs up to thousands of nodes, the

accuracies of Greedy-BC were not significantly improved by

hillclimbing (1-D and 2-D). The hierarchical VAT-Clust results

of [10] are based on 1-D hillclimbing performed upon Greedy-

BC. Therefore, when comparing our β-VAT-Clust results with

the hier-VAT-Clust results of that work, we also use a 1-D

hillclimbing upon Greedy-BC implementation for consistency.

For the same reason, our β-VAT results also use weighted

betweenness centrality computations, to ensure consistency for

performance comparisons.

To implement the non-parametrized, practical node-based

resilience clustering (NBR-Clust) framework, we applied

Greedy-BC to simultaneously approximate VAT, integrity,

tenacity, toughness, and scattering. Due to the practicality

criterion, the betweenness centrality computations in that case

are unweighted. Thus, we compare and evaluate the relative

accuracies achieved for hier-VAT-Clust with weighted versus

unweighted betweenness computations, with or without addi-

tional hillclimbing.

B. Description of Datasets

To ensure adequate comparisons, we used the same syn-

thetic and real datasets used in [10]. The real datasets are the

iris, breast-WI, E.Coli, and wine datasets obtained from the

UCI Machine Learning repository [30]. The synthetic datasets

are a subset of the synthetic datasets generated by Arbelaitz et

al. [31] in their extensive clustering comparative experiments.

These datasets were generated as multi-dimensional Gaussian

mixtures with either 10% uniformly random noise or no noise.

The dimension D and the number of mixtures (clusters) K
are varied (2, 4, or 8). The synthetic datasets, both noisy and

without noise, were tested with cluster density factors of both

equal and unequal density. In the equal density datasets, each

label contains 100 nodes. In the unequal density datasets, one

cluster label has 400 members, and the remaining cluster labels

have 100 members.

IV. β-VAT-CLUST RESULTS

A. Real Datasets

β-VAT-Clust performed well on the real datasets, often

meeting or exceeding the performance obtained with hier-VAT-

Clust, as illustrated in Fig. 4. It is important to emphasize that,

although both hier-VAT-Clust and β-VAT-Clust incorporate a

variation of vertex attack tolerance, they determine clusters

in completely different ways. In the case of wine, β = 1 in

unweighted betweenness centrality calculations and β = 5
in weighted betweenness centrality calculations resulted in

the same accuracy as hier-VAT-Clust. In the case of E. Coli,
β = 6 resulted in an improved accuracy. A relatively large β
of 41 was required to produce the desired 3 clusters in the

iris dataset, and the achieved accuracy of 90.67% was less

than the hier-VAT-Clust accuracy of 96%. In general, kNN at

minimum connectivity performed well, although in the case of

wine and breast-WI, increasing the k (connectivity) parameter

of the kNN construction led to 0.56% and 1.05% increases in

performance, respectively.

B. Synthetic Datasets Without Noise

Results using β-VAT-Clust with synthetic datasets are shown

in Table I, along with corresponding comparisons to hier-

VAT-Clust performance. Dim denotes dimensionality, while

Equal Density indicates datasets with equal size clusters (100

nodes each). Unequal Density denotes datasets in which one

cluster is four times (400 nodes) as large as the other clusters
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Fig. 4. β-VAT-Clust Accuracy Comparison on Real Datasets

TABLE I
β-VAT-CLUST PERFORMANCE ON NON-NOISY

SYNTHETIC DATASETS

Equal Density
% Accuracy

Unequal Density
% Accuracy

Dim K β-VAT hier-VAT β-VAT hier-VAT
2 2 99.5 99.5 100.0 100.0

2 4 99.8 99.8 72.3 100.0

2 8 99.5 99.3 84.9 99.9

4 2 99.5 99.5 100.0 100.0

4 4 99.8 99.5 85.7* 99.9

4 8 99.8 99.9 72.7* 99.8

8 2 99.5 99.5 100.0 100.0

8 4 99.3 99.3 85.7* 99.9

8 8 99.6 99.6 54.6* 100.0

* Desired number of clusters was not achieved.

(100 nodes each). Results shown are for the the minimum

values of β that produced the desired number of clusters.

Clustering using β-VAT-Clust gave consistently good results

for the equal-density datasets, scoring over 99% accuracy for

all graphs. With both hier-VAT-Clust and β-VAT-Clust, all

errors on the equal density datasets were the result of incorrect

assignments of critical set nodes. In addition, generally low β
values were required for equal density datasets. The highest β
value needed to produce the desired number of clusters was

44. The increase in clustering accuracy as β is increased for

the three K=8 datasets is shown in Fig.5. It is interesting to

note that clustering accuracy follows a pattern of plateauing

at a level, then jumping when a threshold β is reached.

While the hier-VAT-Clust results for the unequal density, non-

noisy datasets remain almost perfect, β-VAT-Clust does not

perform as well on unequal density datasets with more than

two clusters.
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Fig. 5. Performance (%Accuracy) of β-VAT-Clust With Increasing Values of
β. As β increases, the number of clusters, and the accuracy of the clustering,
increase. This plot uses the synthetic, equal-size cluster, no-noise data from
Table I

C. Noisy Synthetic Datasets

Table II summarizes Hier-VAT-Clust results for the synthetic

datasets with 10 percent noise, using partial clustering on

weighted graphs. Recall that only the two-cluster case for such

datasets was presented in [10]. Perfect accuracy in all cases

is achieved except for the equal density, Dim=8, K=8 dataset.

For that dataset, one cluster of 200 nodes was not correctly

divided in half, while the presence of 2 clusters consisting of

single noise nodes meant that clustering did not continue. The

final columns of Table II shows the ability of hier-VAT-Clust

to remove noise from noisy datasets. As an example, in the

case of the Dim=2, K=8 dataset expressed as a kNN graph, 41

nodes were removed as part of the critical attack set. Of the

41 nodes removed, 39 were noise nodes. A K=8 dataset has 8

clusters of 100 nodes. A 10% noise ratio implies that there are

80 noise nodes. In this particular case, almost half the noise

nodes (39 of 80) were removed during partial clustering. Only

2 non-noise nodes were removed.

Results for partial clustering using β-VAT-Clust on the

noisy datasets are shown in Table III. Similar to the pattern

exhibited in the non-noisy case, partial β-VAT-Clust achieves

perfect performance on equal density datasets and less than

perfect performance on unequal density datasets with more

than two clusters. The level of noise removal for β-VAT is

very similar to that of hier-VAT for the equal density case,

with similarly notable significance for the Dim=2,K=8 case.

Comparing tables I and III in the unequal density case, it is

interesting to note that the presence of noise has not generally

caused deterioration in the performance of partial β-VAT-

Clust. In fact, the relatively worse performance of β-VAT-Clust

on unequal density datasets is primarily due to errors in the

critical node-assignment strategy rather than other aspects of

the clustering itself.
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TABLE II
HIER-VAT-CLUST PERFORMANCE ON NOISY SYNTHETIC DATASETS

% Accuracy
Ratio of Removed Noise

(Noise removed /
All nodes removed)

Dim K Eq Uneq Eq Uneq
2 2 100.0 100.0 3/3 2/2

2 4 100.0 100.0 4/5 4/4

2 8 100.0 100.0 39/41 15/16

4 2 100.0 100.0 2/3 3/5

4 4 100.0 100.0 13/13 7/7

4 8 100.0 100.0 13/14 15/16

8 2 100.0 100.0 3/3 1/2

8 4 100.0 100.0 9/9 11/12

8 8 87.5 100.0 6/6 20/21

TABLE III
β-VAT-CLUST PERFORMANCE ON NOISY SYNTHETIC DATASETS

% Accuracy
Ratio of Removed Noise

(Noise removed /
All nodes removed)

Dim K Eq-
Dense

UnEq-
Dense

Eq-
Dense

UnEq-
Dense

2 2 100 100 3/3 2/2

2 4 100 71.43 4/5 3/12

2 8 100 76.25 39/41 33/51

4 2 100 100 2/3 3/5

4 4 100 71.43 13/13 7/74

4 8 100 81.80 15/15 16/67

8 2 100 100 3/3 1/2

8 4 100 71.35 9/9 12/80

8 8 100 80.02 6/7 22/101

D. Increasing β to Remove Noise

VAT is shown effective at discovering noise nodes in noisy

data. Higher β values tweak the frugality of VAT’s critical

attack set, causing more nodes to be removed. The additional

nodes may either be labeled nodes or noise nodes. If removing

noise is the primary concern, it is possible that higher β values

will identify more noise nodes, even though the clustering

result will not necessarily be accurate. Are there β values

which cause significant noise removal without compromising

clustering accuracy?

In order to test this hypothesis, we performed experiments

using the equal density noisy datasets. β was increased until

the number of clusters obtained equaled the number of cluster

labels plus 3. This did not work for the D2K8 and D4K8

graphs. Despite trying β values up to 100,000, more than 8

clusters were not obtained, and only 9 and 22 (noise-only)

nodes were removed.

Where this process worked, interesting results were ob-

served. First, where additional clusters were created, the

additional nodes removed were often part of a cluster. For

example, to partition a graph with 4 cluster labels into 8

clusters generally involved dividing each of the 4 cluster labels
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Fig. 6. Noise Removed by Increasing β. At β = 474, 30 of 40 noise nodes
are removed. Only 3 non-noise nodes are removed.

in half. This meant that many more nodes were in the critical

set, however most of them were non-noise. In these cases

increasing β was not successful at removing additional noise.

Second, additional distinct clusters were created that con-

tained only noise. In the example of the Dim=8, K=4 equal

density dataset, 8 noise nodes were part of the critical attack

set, and 22 noise nodes were part of separate all-noise clusters.

This meant that 30 out of 40 noise nodes were accounted for.

The increase in noise removed from this dataset as β was

increased is shown in Fig.6. As can be seen, increasing β to

474 resulted in a large increase in the number of noise nodes

removed. The clustering accuracy for the non-noise nodes was

also 100% in this scenario. Although increasing β for noise

removal did not work in every case, where it worked, it worked

well.

E. Using Internal Evaluation Indices to Determine Optimal
Clustering

An obstacle to practical use of β-VAT is that, if the correct

number of resulting clusters K is unknown, then the β value

that will result in the best possible clustering is also unknown.

One way to determine the correct number of clusters from a

dataset is to test the clusters using internal validation indices.

In theory, the best internal validation scores would be achieved

at the optimal number of clusters. Both too many and too few

clusters would be indicated by a decrease in a corresponding

internal validation index.

Three indices were tested: the Dunn index [32], the Davies-

Bouldin index [33], and Silhouette [34]. These indices can

be calculated without a priori knowledge of the number of

clusters. We wanted to find an index that consistently matched

the best score with the optimal clustering.

When used with the synthetic datasets with equal-size

clusters, the internal validation indices gave unambiguously

correct results. In all cases, each index correctly predicted
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TABLE IV
SUCCESSFUL INTERNAL VALIDATION INDICES FOR

SYNTHETIC DATASETS

Dim K Equal Density Unequal Density
2 2 ALL n/a

2 4 ALL none

2 8 ALL DB

4 2 ALL n/a

4 4 ALL none

4 8 ALL SI, DB

8 2 ALL n/a

8 4 ALL SI, DB

8 8 ALL Dunn, SI

Dunn: Dunn Index
SI: Silhouette Index
DB: Davies-Bouldin Index

TABLE V
SUCCESSFUL INTERNAL VALIDATION RESULTS FOR REAL DATASETS

Dataset Successful Validation Indices
iris none

breast-WI Dunn

E. Coli Davies-Bouldin

wine Silhouette, Davies-Bouldin

the desired number of clusters. Successful internal validation

indices for the synthetic datasets are shown in Table IV. A

question that remains is, when looking for a better score,

how can it be determined that the score is good enough?

We experimented with increasing β well over the value at

which the desired number of clusters were obtained, with the

hope that obtaining too many clusters would give less desirable

scores. However, the clustering remained the same despite the

increases in β.

Results with the real and unequal density datasets were

more difficult to classify. The breast-WI dataset provides an

interesting starting point, because there are only two clusters,

and two different results are produced by using the weighted

and unweighted methods. The unweighted method matched the

most data points with the ground truth clusters, which implies

that the it should score best. The expected rankings held only

for the Dunn index. With the iris dataset, the expected scores

were reversed in every case. Results for wine and E. Coli are

similarly mixed, without an obvious pattern.

Applying internal validation to the unequal density synthetic

data created many challenges. In the K=2 sets, both weighted

and unweighted produced the same (correct) result, and so

changes in the validation indices did not have meaning. Of

the remaining 6 datasets, 4 of the weighted and 3 of the

unweighted results did not achieve the correct number of

clusters, despite extremely high values for β (over 10,000).

Among the datasets that actually achieved a correct number of

clusters, in 2 cases all 3 indices moved in the wrong direction.

It was not clear that any index worked better than the others, or

that a plurality of indices might point to the correct outcome.

V. NBR-CLUSTERING RESULTS

Here we present results on the hierarchical, unweighted

Greedy-BC based, practical implementation of general node-
based resilience clustering (NBR-Clust). Although our NBR-

Clustering framework is implemented hierarchically, of special

interest are the datasets and resilience measures for which high

accuracy is achieved in one shot (without requiring multiple

recursive iterations).

A. Real Datasets

Comparative accuracy results for the real datasets can be

seen in Table VI. We note that the significant discrepancy

in the accuracy for hier-VAT-Clust on the E.Coli dataset

is due to the unweightedness of the betweenness central-

ity computations rather than the absence of hill-climbing.

Hier-VAT-Clust generally achieves the best accuracies on all

datasets, except for E.Coli in which scattering outperforms

VAT. Moreover, all resilience measures other than tenacity

match VAT’s best performance on some dataset. The matching

90% accuracy of hier-Integrity-Clust on the well-known iris

dataset is particularly notable, as two of the three iris clusters

are not linearly separable. In fact, integrity achieves such a

high accuracy on iris in one shot while VAT does not.

TABLE VI
PERCENT ACCURACY FOR NBR-CLUSTERING ON REAL DATASETS

Dataset VAT Integrity Toughness Tenacity Scattering

iris 90 90 57 79 57
breast-WI 81 24 69 4 81
E.Coli 55 35 13 13 60
wine 71 37 71 14 71

B. Synthetic Datasets

All resilience measures clustered the non-noisy, equal den-

sity datasets at greater than or equal to 99.5% accuracy

(Table VII). As emphasized via boldface: integrity and tenacity

clustered all such datasets in one step (additional hierarchical

iteration was not required). This suggests a potential for using

integrity and tenacity to determine a natural number of clusters

in a graph when the number of clusters is not known a
priori. Because only one clustering step is required, the array

of betweenness centrality values created by Greedy-BC need

only be calculated once. The same node removal ordering

can be used for integrity and toughness, as well as for the

first hierarchical application of VAT, tenacity and scattering

number. Good information concerning both a clustering, and

the desired number of clusters can therefore be obtained for a

relatively low computational cost.

Table VIII illustrates percentage clustering accuracies for

the unequal density datasets without noise. Hierarchical VAT

and toughness perform perfectly in this scenario. Scattering

yields highly mixed results. Although tenacity and integrity do

not obtain as many perfect results as the other resilience mea-

sures, they yield over 93% accuracy on all datasets of greater

than two dimensions. They also perform acceptably well in
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TABLE VII
PERCENT ACCURACY FOR EQUAL DENSITY DATASETS.

BOLDFACE INDICATES CLUSTERING IN ONE STEP.

Dim K VAT Integrity Toughness Tenacity Scattering
2 2 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5
2 4 100.0 99.8 100.0 99.8 100.0
2 8 99.8 99.6 99.9 99.8 100.0
4 2 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5
4 4 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8 99.8
4 8 99.9 99.8 99.9 99.8 100.0
8 2 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5 99.5
8 4 99.8 99.5 99.8 99.5 99.8
8 8 100.0 99.8 100.0 99.8 100.0

TABLE VIII
PERCENT ACCURACY FOR UNEQUAL DENSITY DATASETS.

BOLDFACE INDICATES CLUSTERING IN ONE STEP.

Dim K VAT Integrity Toughness Tenacity Scattering
2 2 100.0 69.8 100.0 52.0 100.0
2 4 100.0 73.9 100.0 69.0 59.6
2 8 100.0 85.6 100.0 81.1 49.5
4 2 100.0 94.2 100.0 93.0 100.0
4 4 100.0 97.9 100.0 94.9 100.0
4 8 100.0 100.0 100.0 98.3 42.4
8 2 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.0 100.0
8 4 100.0 100.0 100.0 96.6 82.1
8 8 100.0 99.9 100.0 97.7 58.2

the two dimensional datasets, particularly with increasing

numbers of clusters. Again, what is uniquely important about

the performance of these two resilience measures, tenacity in

particular, is that this good performance is achieved in one

shot, without hierarchical iterations. Although not indicated in

the tables, we note further that integrity performed perfectly

in exactly two steps for the unequal density non-noisy D4K8,

D8K4, and D8K8 datasets. Except for tenacity, integrity was

the only resilience measure that clustered these datasets in at

most two iterations.

Now we turn to noisy datasets. The accuracy percentages

of node-based resilience clustering on equal density, noisy

datasets is presented in Table IX. Hierarchical VAT clustered

all of them almost perfectly. Toughness yielded mixed results,

working perfectly in the two dimensional case. Scattering

worked perfectly in the majority of datasets, but worse when

the number of desired clusters was high. Tenacity generally

gave very bad results, but worked perfectly in one shot in

the D2K8 dataset. Integrity again is of interest in these noisy,

equal density datasets due to its perfect one-shot performance

in the majority of datasets. In contrast to scattering, integrity

appears to work better for higher numbers of clusters.

Performance of the node based resilience measures on

unequal density noisy datasets is illustrated in in Table X.

The performance of hierarchical VAT is again perfect, though

requiring multiple iterations. The performance of all other

resilience measures is worsened in this case compared to both

the non-noisy scenarios and the equal density scenarios. Tenac-

TABLE IX
PERCENT ACCURACY FOR NOISY, EQUAL DENSITY DATASETS.

BOLDFACE INDICATES CLUSTERING IN ONE STEP.

Dim K VAT Integrity Toughness Tenacity Scattering
2 2 100.0 27.5 100.0 9.0 100.0
2 4 100.0 28.5 100.0 8.0 100.0
2 8 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0 87.5
4 2 100.0 17.0 100.0 7.5 100.0
4 4 100.0 100.0 55.3 19.8 100.0
4 8 100.0 100.0 9.0 9.0 75.0
8 2 100.0 21.0 11.0 11.0 100.0
8 4 100.0 100.0 32.8 20.8 47.3
8 8 87.5 100.0 87.5 8.0 8.0

TABLE X
PERCENT ACCURACY FOR NOISY, UNEQUAL DENSITY DATASETS.

BOLDFACE INDICATES CLUSTERING IN ONE STEP.

Dim K VAT Integrity Toughness Tenacity Scattering
2 2 100.0 19.6 100.0 4.4 100.0
2 4 100.0 30.3 100.0 5.0 100.0
2 8 100.0 72.7 81.8 6.6 30.2
4 2 100.0 23.4 3.8 3.8 100.0
4 4 100.0 63.9 72.9 7.1 51.0
4 8 100.0 71.8 55.4 6.8 36.1
8 2 100.0 10.2 100.0 4.0 4.0
8 4 100.0 59.6 7.4 7.4 70.9
8 8 100.0 74.7 52.7 9.4 43.3

ity performs particularly poorly in this case, with accuracies

below 10% on all noisy unequal density datasets. Scattering

and toughness, however, still obtain three perfect clusterings

each. Although integrity does not achieve any perfect clus-

terings, the performance of integrity is again notable due to

its one-shot success for all cases of eight clusters, achieving

accuracies above 72%. Furthermore, integrity exhibits a con-

sistent pattern of increasing success as the number of clusters

increases, independent of dimension.

We also considered the performance of node-based re-

silience measure partial clustering with respect to the removal
of noise from noisy synthetic datasets. All resilience measures

removed at least 39 of the 80 noise nodes for the equal density

Dim=2,K=8 dataset. The results regarding noise removal are

generally mixed, and there are a number of situations where

a great majority of noise is removed, but many non-noise

nodes are also removed, particularly when using tenacity.

We are interested in situations where a resilience measure is

successfully removing noise without compromising clustering

accuracy, and preferably also accomplishing this in one shot.

Therefore, we focus on the performance of integrity for 8

cluster datasets as shown in Table XI. The columns labeled

attack set noise removed refer to the set of noise nodes that

are removed naturally in a node-based partial clustering due

to their membership in the critical attack set for the measure.

The columns labeled nodes removed from all noise clusters
refer to the noise nodes that are removed because they are

part of a significantly smaller component consisting entirely
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TABLE XI
NOISE REMOVAL FOR INTEGRITY BASED PARTIAL

CLUSTERING ON NOISY DATASETS WITH 8 CLUSTERS

Equal Density
(80 noise)

Unequal Density
(110 noise)

Dim
attack set

noise
removed

nodes
removed

from
all-noise
clusters

attack set
noise

removed

nodes
removed

from
all-noise
clusters

2 39 0 14 0

4 14 25 19 66

8 6 26 22 60

Fig. 7. Visualization of a low degree graph created from a D8K8 dataset.
Different colors represent different ground-truth clusters. White nodes are
noise (note the large number of noise nodes at the center of the graph.

of noise nodes.

VI. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We have presented a generalized node-based resilience

clustering framework and results, with special interest to-

wards cluster number determination and noise removal. The

experimental results demonstrated the usefulness of integrity

based clustering in finding the optimal number of clusters.

Non-hierarchical tenacity also demonstrated similar capability

primarily for non-noisy datasets. Upon closer examination of

the poor performance of tenacity for noisy datasets, it can be

seen that many more nodes are removed by tenacity (including

many non-noise nodes), though a much higher number of

clusters also results. Thus, even in cases where tenacity does

not achieve an accurate clustering in one step, the number of

clusters formed by tenacity can serve as an upper bound on

the correct number of clusters desired.

For the parametrized notion β-VAT, the use of internal

validation metrics to search for the β parameter corresponding

to the optimal clustering worked perfectly for the equal density

case but yielded mixed results for the unequal density and real

datasets. The plateau effects exhibited by β-VAT in Figure

5, with higher accuracy plateaus corresponding to higher β
values may be useful to limit the search for optimal β when

the number of clusters is unknown but high. A similar pattern

regarding monotonically increasing plateaus corresponding to

higher β values can also be seen with respect to noise removal

in Figure 6 exemplifying an 8 dimensional, 4-cluster dataset.

In that case, 75% of the noise was removed while retaining

100% clustering accuracy.

In the context of noise removal, the action of one-step in-

tegrity based partial clustering is of particular note: It removes

over 80% of noise while still retaining 75% clustering accu-

racy on the D8K8 unequal density dataset, and removes the

majority of noise on other 8-cluster datasets in general without

compromising accuracy. It is interesting to consider the graph

corresponding to that noisy, D8K8 unequal density dataset,

shown in Figure 7. The central location of the noise nodes in

this scenario yields a natural stochastic generalization of our

simple illustrative example motivating node-based resilience

measures for partial clustering in Figure 1.

It is not necessary for the noise to form a single centrally

located group in order for the node-based resilience clustering

to perform effectively. For example, all node-based resilience

measures except scattering clustered the noisy, equal density

D2K8 dataset perfectly, with scattering also achieving a high

accuracy of 88%. The noise removal on that dataset was

also at least 49% for all resilience measures considered. The

points corresponding to that dataset are shown in Figure 2

(with attack-set noise nodes shown as triangles), and the

corresponding min-conn kNN graph is shown in Figure 3. It

can be seen that the uniformly at random distributed noise

still tends to form high-betweenness nodes “between” natural

clusters.

Betweenness centralities are used as a heuristic to ap-

proximate the resilience notions, as all nose-based resilience

notions considered are either NP-hard or hard to approximate

under natural complexity assumptions. Therefore, we do not

expect that our greedy betweenness centrality based methods

have constant factor approximation guarantees for general

graphs, even when used in conjunction with hill-climbing.

It is possible that part of the extremely low accuracy results

achieved for some resilience measures are due to the greedy

betweenness algorithm used to compute the measure rather

than indicative of the measure itself. In future work, we plan

to examine this effect, and compare alternative heuristics in

computing the set of resilience measures for purposes of

clustering.

Even taking this algorithmic issue into account, the con-

sistently better performance of vertex attack tolerance with

respect to node-based resilience clustering is notable, as the

unsmoothened version of VAT has also been proven hard to

approximate[28]. Part of the explanation may be due to the

fact that VAT is unique amongst the notions considered to

have spectral bounds proven in the case of regular graphs,

thus relating strongly to conductance and spectral clustering
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techniques in that special case [14]. However, none of the

graphs constructed are exactly regular. For example, in the case

of the noisy, equal density D8K8 dataset, the graph had nodes

with degrees ranging from 2 to 11. The equal density noiseless

D8K8 graph, on the other hand, had an average degree of 101,

and a variance of 73.76, with several nodes having degrees

as high as 198 and 200. That graph was clustered almost

perfectly by all resilience measures considered. Further to

note about that graph are the high density of boundary edges

for all clusters except the blue cluster. Therefore, the good

performance of VAT is likely due to its significance as an

appropriate node-based resilience measure rather than due to

its relationship to conductance and spectral partitioning for

regular graphs.

In conclusion, we have demonstrated several important

facets of resilience measure clustering. First, with appropriate

heuristics it can be practically accomplished without sacri-

ficing accuracy in many cases, despite the inherent hardness

of the resilience measures. Second, node based resilience

clustering in general, and integrity and tenacity in particular,

demonstrate an ability to correctly determine the number

of clusters present in datasets where that number is not

given a priori. Even when tenacity does not produce an

accurate clustering, the number of resulting components it

produces is a useful upper bound on the desired number of

clusters. Third, when node-based resilience clustering methods

are applied on noisy datasets, removal of critical attack set

nodes also corresponds to the removal of noise. Overall, this

work demonstrates the inherent applicability of node-based

resilience clustering for both noisy scenarios and situations in

which the number of clusters is not known a priori.
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